PROPOS. I.
Concerning the Credibility of a Report, made by Single Successive Reporters, who are equally Credible.
Let their Reports have, each of them, Five Sixths of Certainty; and let the first Reporter give me a Certainty of a 1000 l, in 1200 l: it is plain that the Second Reporter, who delivers that Report, will give me the Certainty but of 5 6 ths, of that 1000 l or the 5 6 th of 5 6 ths of the full Certainty for the whole 1200 l. And so a Third Reporter, who has it from the second, will transmit to me but 5 6 ths of that Degree of Certainty, the Second would have deliver'd me &c.
That is, if , be put for the Share of Assurance a single Reporter gives me; and, , for that which is wanting to make that Assurance compleat; and I therefore suppos'd to have In General, if + be the Proportion of Certainty for the whole; and + be the chance of the rest of the particular Articles , against some one, or more of them ; there will be nothing wanting to an absolute Certitude, against the not failing in Article, or Articles, , but only + × + .
PROPOS. IV. Concerning the Truth of either Oral or Written Traditions, (in Whole, or in Part,) Successively transmitted, and also
Coattested by several Successions of Transmittents. (1) Supposing the Transmission of an Oral and Narrative to be so performed by a Succession of Single Men, or joined in Companies, as that each Transmission, after the Narrative has been kept for Twenty Years, impairs the Credit of it a 17 18 th part; 2 and that consequently at the Twelfth Hand, or at the end of 240 Years, its Certainty is reduced to Half; and there grows then an even Lay (by the Corollary of the second Proposition) against the Truth of the Relation: Yet if we further suppose, that the same Relation is Coattested by Nine other several Successions, transmitting alike each of them; the Credibility of it when they are are found to agree, will (by the Corollary to the first Proposition) be as 1023 1024 of Certainty, or above a Thousand to One; and if we suppose a Coattestation of Nineteen, the Credibility of it will be, as above Two Millions to One.
(2) In Oral Tradition as a Single Man is subject to much Casualty, so a Company of Men cannot be so easily suppos'd to join; and therefore the Credibility of of certainty. 2 The number is lacking in the copy. Since we must have
, it is necessary that be 18.. 
